**Helpful Phone Numbers:**

Coordination Office: 0234-32-24634

Güntürkün Office: 0234-32-28213

---

**By car:**

Exit „Ruhr-Universität-Mitte“ > Keep left > Drive along the orange „Info“ house, following the sign „P Besucher Verwaltung“ > A few meters behind is the parking lot. Asked over the intercom at the barrier the gate-keeper will open the gate.

From there just crossing the exit lane of the parking house you are standing in front of row building „I“.

**By train:**

10 min. with the subway U35 from main station to the stop „Ruhr-Universität“ > turn right onto the campus > at the end of the pedestrian bridge, take the spinal stairs to the ground floor Crossing the exit lane of the parking you are standing in front of row building „I“.

**By taxi:**

Exit „Ruhr-Universität-Mitte“ > Drive trough the parking garage (under the building) at the far right lane > drive down, around the corner and again up the lane > stop and exit at the blocked entrance of „I-Südstraße“ = 2nd diversion. You are standing in front of row building „I“.

---

**Campusplan**

- Entrance from the main station (U35) to the „Ruhr-Universität“ stop.
- Directions to the „I“ building from various points:
  - By car: Keep left after exiting the „Info“ house.
  - By train: Take the pedestrian bridge and follow the spinal stairs to the ground floor.
  - By taxi: Drive through the parking garage before exiting at the „I-Südstraße“.

---
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